**Auto industry improvement**

**Observers expected increased sales**

By ANN JOBB WOOLELY

DETROIT (AP) — With gasoline prices tumbling because of a worldwide oil glut, automobile industry observers expect increasing sales for luxury and high-performance "muscle" cars while the mid-size field, the U.S. auto companies' traditional mainstream field, is still in limbo.

Sales in the mid-size market for the Big Three automakers in the first two months of 1982 were 426,979, down more than 20 percent from the same period in 1981, according to Ward's Automotive Reports.

In contrast, luxury car sales volumes were up 4.1 percent last month and small car sales accounted for 6.8 percent of U.S. car sales in January and February, Ward's said. Luxury cars had about 4 percent of the market.

"The appeal just isn't there anymore (for the 'mid-size')", said Mary Hartwig, owner of a Lincoln-Mercury dealership in Iowa City, Iowa. "Now people are very interested and concerned about gas mileage. And they're attracted to the new breed of cars which have the front-wheel drive technology."

He said the only mid-size car selling well at his showroom was the Adventurer Couger-station wagon, with most new buyers family-oriented people.

"The whole big, highly profitable middle area (market) is falling away," said Arthur Davis, auto analyst at Prescott, Ball & Turben in Cleveland, Ohio. "The middle end Americans are changing their buying habits — they're rapidly moving to the upper, high-performance (or 'luxury') cars where they can get some pizzazz" while others are seeking economy.

Dave Power, analyst at J.D. Power & Associates in Westlake Village, Calif., attributed the mid-size decline to the fact that mid-sized cars, which buy most of mid-size models, "has been hurt the most by inflation and recession."

"They're waiting on the sidelines," Power said.

**UAW-GM**

**Auto council votes to resume talks**

DEARBORN, Mich. (AP) — The United Auto Workers GM council voted overwhelmingly yesterday to resume the concession talks that collapsed six weeks ago at General Motors Corp., as the two sides got down to business.

The 299-15 vote was a victory for UAW president Douglas Fraser, who earlier helped devise the historic compromise that granted emergency worker concessions to Ford Motor Co.

Earlier this year, leaders of union locals divided sharply on whether to continue negotiations with the nation's biggest carmaker. On Jan. 25, the GM council had voted in favor of contract talks, but with only 57 percent in favor. The talks collapsed five days later.

Since then, GM has announced plans to close seven factory sites.

"I think the delegates (on the GM council) now have the same confidence that we (top union leaders) will have to have all along," Fraser told a news conference. "Logic prevailed today."

Fraser repeated, however, the union will make no additional concessions to GM above those granted last month at Ford.

The 31-month pact with Ford grants the No. 2 year nighttime and accused the FBI of "political conduct." As part of the offer, guests would be charged thirty dollars for a double room. Since the special was advertised in South Bend newspapers on a one-time-first-come-first-serve basis, junior parents were eligible to take advantage of the opportunity. Because the Marriott only offered 10 percent of its rooms for the special, the rate was applicable to 299 junior parents.

When the Junior Parent Weekend Committee approached the Marriott, they were quoted double rates ranging from 62 to 77 dollars. Since the Marriott's normal double rates normally range as high as 85 dollars, the committee was in agreement.

For all its members, "nothing was done under the table. We were completely up front in every respect," he added. "Nothing was done to accommodate them (junior parents) at all, and that in fact the Marriott actually refused to honor the reservations of the hotel. It is clear that there was ample room in the hotel for junior parents to stay."

After confirming that a junior parent had indeed been granted a reduced rate, Marriott management's reasons for granting the rate. He explained that there had been a 'misunderstanding' between a hotel manager and the customer.

When the parent did not receive the rate that he had been guaranteed Ford "cannot be justified by the economic facts" posed by last year's balance sheets for the company (Ford) that lost over $1 billion. It's almost unthinkable."

Ford reported $1.06 billion in losses in 1981.

Following the collapse of the first round of GM talks, the company announced that it would phase out operations at a facial, Ohio, 111. (Vincent, Ill.); a thermostat, hardware plant; a hardware plant and a die facility in Detroit, a metal fabricating facility in Cleveland and assembly plants in Fremont, Calif., and South Gate, Calif.

The company announced yesterday that indefinite layoffs among hourly workers now stand at 150,000, an increase of 47,000 over the duration of the pact.

**Abscam victim**

**Williams resigns Senate position**

WASHINGTON (AP) — Harrison A. Williams Jr. resigned yesterday after 23 years in the Senate, saying that "history and Almighty God will vindicate me" even as his colleagues announced $1 billion in labor-cost savings this year.

Williams, 62, was the only senator among seven members of Congress enunciated by the undercover investiga-

He rep Michael Myers, D-Pa., was ousted by the House; the others collectively were defeated for re-election.

Williams spoke for 23 minutes, saying quietly at the end, "I announce my intention to resign I know I broke no laws ... I believe time, history and and Almighty God will vindicate me good heart and with strong resolve ... as he spoke to the packed chamber, vowing to pursue his fight for exoneration through the federal appeals courts."

"I have fought the good fight," he said, before adding that "I have finished my course ... I have kept the faith."

"At the beginning of each meeting, every one of the senators looked on, every seat was filled, and there was no center of attention, then and the other, it was a perfect single source of income which is not only of interest to the senator's needy family but is also familiar to the members of the Senate."

"It is not only Pete Williams it is all of us," he told his bashed colleagues.

Williams made it clear he recognized the handwriting on the wall, that without his resignation the Senate would have passed the Ethics Committee's recommendation that he be removed for his "ethically repugnant" conduct.

"I hereby tender my resignation as a member of the United States Senate," it said.

Witt called on the Ordinaries a "two-year" for the introduction of "informal conduct" in its inves-

Investigation that resulted in his conviction and those of seven House members.

"It is not only Pete Williams it is all of us," he told his bashed colleagues.

"Nothing was done under the table. We were completely up front in every respect," he added. "Nothing was done to accommodate them (junior parents) at all, and that in fact the Marriott actually refused to honor the reservations of the hotel. It is clear that there was ample room in the hotel for junior parents to stay."

Affirming that a junior parent had indeed been granted a reduced rate, Marriott management's reasons for granting the rate. He explained that there had been a 'misunderstanding' between a hotel manager and the customer.

When the parent did not receive the rate that he had been guaranteed Ford "cannot be justified by the economic facts" posed by last year's balance sheets for the company (Ford) that lost over $1 billion. It's almost unthinkable."

Ford reported $1.06 billion in losses in 1981.

Following the collapse of the first round of GM talks, the company announced that it would phase out operations at a facial, Ohio, 111. (Vincent, Ill.); a thermostat, hardware plant; a hardware plant and a die facility in Detroit, a metal fabricating facility in Cleveland and as-

sembly plants in Fremont, Calif., and South Gate, Calif.

The company announced yesterday that indefinite layoffs among hourly workers now stand at 150,000, an increase of 47,000 over the duration of the pact.

**Harrison Williams Jr. D-NJ., confirmed reports yesterday that the Senate was about to announce a bill resignation. Williams resigned to continue to the battle to maintain his seat. The last U.S. Senator resigned in 1962 — Al Gore.**
A federal appeals court in St. Louis declared unconstitutional on yesterday the striping and searching of prison visitors at a federal prison and ordered the state to stop the practice. Honorable, one of the plaintiffs, had to take off her clothes and submit to a 30-minute body search four years ago to gain a visit with her husband Roy, who was serving time for armed robbery. Prison officials said they conducted the search on the strength of an anonymous tip about the smuggling of contraband. None was found. The 8th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals said that, without probable cause, the searches are illegal and the state no longer could order them based on "unwarranted suspicion" and "uncorroborated" tips. 

Upjohn Co., a drug manufacturer, is seeking a new trial in the case of a man who said an acne drug destroyed his kidneys and spleen. A jury awarded him $61.5 million. Eric Bark, 23, a premedical school student from Orange County, Calif., said he paid $1.85 million in damages in January and $189,000 more this week. Upjohn said in a statement in Kalamazoo Wednesday that if the Superior Court Judge in California refuses to grant a new trial, Upjohn will appeal. The suit was filed six years ago over the Upjohn drug Lincom. Bark has had to have his kidneys and spleen removed and $12,000 four every other day on an artificial kidney machine. 

The Reagan administration reported yesterday that covert financial aid was being provided to individuals and private organizations in Nicaragua last year, the State Department confirmed yesterday. The administration's policy has been to cut off official economic aid to the Nicaraguan government on April 1 after concluding that the Sandinista government was actually passing through open channels, although without apparent concern about the aid effort.

The Reagan administration provided $10.4 million in economic support to non-Marxist, anti-Sandinista groups. The administration cut off official economic aid to the Nicaraguan government on April 1 after concluding that the Sandinistas were providing arms to rebels in El Salvador. However, aid to the private sector continued without apparent concern about the aid effort.

The Reagan administration reported yesterday that covert financial aid was being provided to individuals and private organizations in Nicaragua last year, the State Department confirmed yesterday. The administration's policy has been to cut off official economic aid to the Nicaraguan government on April 1 after concluding that the Sandinistas were providing arms to rebels in El Salvador. However, aid to the private sector continued without apparent concern about the aid effort.

Preliminary registration figures for the spring semester at the University of Notre Dame show 8,830 students enrolled in undergraduate and graduate programs, a decrease of almost 200 from the record 9,052 reported during the fall semester. Mid-year completions of graduation requirements arc responsible for the reduced enrollment, approximately one-third of the total enrollment of 2,971 students arc women. There are 7,071 students enrolled in four undergraduate colleges and the Freshman Year program and 1,868 are women. Graduate programs have 1,742 students and an additional 13 students are unclassified. Enrollment by freshman year completions of graduation requirements arc responsible for the decrease.

Sant Harrison A. Williams Jr., D.N.J., fighting expulsion from his Senate seat despite his Abscam conviction, is scheduled to be sentenced on a charge which he denies was a theft. The sentencing is to be on July 1.

A man injured at a Miami "doomday" party tells an officer what happened early Wednesday morning after he was beaten by a group of youths at Coconut Park on Key Biscayne. The party was supposed to be a celebration of the possible end of the world predicted as "The Jupiter Effect" in a recent book but instead many who attended were subjected to stabgings, gunshots, and scattered vandalism.

Comedy star John Belushi died of an overdose of heroin and cocaine, the Los Angeles coroner announced Wednesday. Coroner Thomas Noguchi said that Belushi died "due to intravenous injections of heroin and cocaine," and that both drugs were found on premises where he died.

Partly cloudy and sunny today. Highs in the mid 30s. Partly cloudy tomorrow night and Sunday. Lows in the mid teens. Highs Sunday in the mid to upper 30s. 

The Observer (USPS 569 954) is published Mondays through Friday and on home football Saturdays. The administration cut off all official economic aid to the Nicaraguan government on April 1 after concluding that the Sandinistas were providing arms to rebels in El Salvador. However, aid to the private sector continued without apparent concern about the aid effort.
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**Real-life soap**

**Jurisdictional trials begin in von Bulow trial**

NEWPORT, R.I. (AP) — A jury of seven men and five women, told that they "do not have to solve any mystery," began deciding yesterday whether Claus G. von Bulow was a loving husband or a clever schemer who twice tried to kill his heiress wife out of greed. Ending a five-week trial that asked "If convicted... he could receive up to 40 years in prison."

this seaside playground of the wealthy, Superior Court Judge Thomas H. Needham told the white collar and blue-collar jurors their choice was not complicated. "You do not have to solve any mystery," he said. "You do not have to decide, really, anything except... whether this defendant did what he accused of."

Von Bulow, a 55-year-old financial consultant born in Holland, is charged with trying to murder Martha "Nanny" von Bulow with insulin injections during a 10-hour span in their Wallace Millington Row mansion in 1979 and 1980.

Shortly after jurors got the case at noon, prosecutor Stephen R. Famiglietti said he thought they would "be able to decide because there is a lot of evidence to be evaluated." Defense attorneys Harold P. Faberger said "I'm optimistic... hopeful." The aloof, balding defendant, once a top aide to the late oil billionaire J. Paul Getty, chose not to take the stand in his own defense. Needham cautioned jurors not to conclude that "he must have something to hide."

Mrs. von Bulow, 50, has been in a coma for nearly 15 months. It is necessary for the state to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant injected his wife and, at the time he did it, he intended by means of that injection to take her life," said Needham, issuing instructions standing, arms folded, at the bench.

"This beyond a reasonable doubt is not proof beyond all doubt. It is not a fanciful doubt. It is not a doubt conjured up in one's mind to avoid the responsibility of making a judgment," Needham said.

As he has throughout the trial, von Bulow maintained a courtly poise as he sat at the defense table. If convicted on both counts of attempted murder, he could receive up to 40 years in prison.

Needham told the jury they must find the defendant innocent or guilty on each count with no possibility of reduced charges.

Von Bulow has been free on $110,000 bail since his arraignment last July. His lawyers said they were confident that, if convicted, he would remain free on bond until sentencing. Nearby, in the same courtroom, sat his chief accusers — Mrs. von Bulow's children by an earlier marriage, an attorney who handled the early investigation of Mrs. von Bulow's death.

The jurors had been allowed to return home each night during the trial, but were sequenced when their deliberations began.

Nearly six weeks of testimony by 63 witnesses left the jury with sharply contrasting portraits of the man who was in the real-life soap opera drama.

**ND Security promises normal campus patrols**

By LAUREL-ANN DOOLEY

Nerve Taffiff

Our Dame Director of Security Gene Gerin promised to "have the normal number of people out passing the campus during their upcoming spring break."

Rectors and assistant rectors have been advised to take precautionary measures said Terry, and all dorms will be completely locked.

Terry advises students to entrust valuable possessions to friends

Notre Dame's Director of Security Gene Gerin promises to "have the normal number of people out passing the campus" during their upcoming spring break.

Rectors and assistant rectors have been advised to take precautionary measures, said Terry, and all dorms will be completely locked.

Terry advises students to entrust valuable possessions to friends.
Main business district

Surinam rebels attack capital

PARAMARIBO. Surinam (AP) - Rebel troops firing submachine guns took over Paramaribo's main barracks and business district yesterday, but Surinam's left-leaning military leader said he was trying to put down the coup.

Witnesses said the rebels seized control of Paramaribo's streets and important downtown buildings.

"Rebels seized control of... streets and important buildings..." including the telegraph exchange, after firing into the air. Shooting at the barracks was reported intense in the pre-dawn hours, but casualties were not known.

The small, bauxite-rich nation on South America's northeast coast is a former Dutch colony.

Witnesses said the shooting at the barracks broke out about 4 a.m. At about 12:30 p.m. a radio announcement by the rebel "National Liberation Council" proclaimed a dusk-to-dawn curfew, said schools were closed, and banned gatherings of more than three people.

The communiqué was issued by Lt. Rambocus, apparently the rebel chief. But the station quickly went off the air, and reporters said Lt. Col. Fest Bouterse, Surinam's leader, and Maj. Roy Horb, surfaced at a military housing complex some four miles from the barracks.

The reporters, who said they visited the complex, said Bouterse was accompanied by soldiers and at least one armored personnel carrier. Bouterse's commanders called on the public for calm, promising to do all in their power to restore order.

A diplomatic source who requested anonymity said the rebels apparently were eighties attempting to seize control. Bouterse's wrath over the air. Bouterse's commander called on the public for calm, promising to do all in their power to restore order.

A diplomatic source who requested anonymity said the rebels apparently were eighties attempting to seize control. Bouterse's wrath over the air. Bouterse's commander called on the public for calm, promising to do all in their power to restore order.

A diplomatic source who requested anonymity said the rebels apparently were eighties attempting to seize control. Bouterse's wrath over the air. Bouterse's commander called on the public for calm, promising to do all in their power to restore order.

"...Victim" continued from page 1

you well."

Williams' only real show of emotion came after he concluded his speech and sat at his desk for the last time. He rubbed tears from his eyes as Democratic Leader Robert C. Byrd of West Virginia commended him for "the right decision" and strode over to shake his hand.

Then, one Democrat after another walked up to his desk to share the farewell as Jeannette Williams watched from the gallery.

Williams, a liberal stalwart and former chairman of the Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee, signed his letter of resignation to Vice President George Bush in his ceremonial role as president of the Senate.

Bush now must notify the governor of New Jersey to make Williams' resignation official. As the Senate was ready for its final day of debate over Williams, it was clear his only chance to remain in office — a scheduled vote on the lesser penalty of censure — was doomed. Some of Williams' staunchest defenders had conceded that and the senator himself was described as emotionally distraught.

For six months, Williams asked other senators, many of whom are close friends, to believe that the FBI was after him. But his own words on videotapes made by the FBI's undercover team contradicted his insistence that Abscam "was a net that was so cruelly wrapped around me" or that he was the victim of "a manufactured crime.

In one of the final speeches of the debate, Sen. Howell Heflin of Alabama, the senior Democrat on the Senate Ethics Committee, said Thursday that the case against him was built mainly on "the uncorroborated words from the mouth of Harrison Williams himself."
Belaithi death

Coroner plans detailed study

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Coroner Thomas Nagoshi said yesterday his office will make "detailed studies" on the party of cocaine and heroin blamed for a respiratory failure that killed comedian John Belushi.

Nagoshi said mixing the illegal drugs, in a process users call "speedball," could often be fatal.

"The drugs paralyze the brain function. The entire system fails - there is a complete disruption of the central nervous control," Nagoshi said. "The heart stops, and breathing becomes irregular. Unless the brain is functioning well and coordinated, the human body cannot continue.

Meanwhile, at a memorial service yesterday in New York City, fellow comedian Dan Aykroyd eulogized his friend and colleague as a "great, world-class eminence of American humor.

"The was a good man, a kind man, a warm man, a hot man, a good man - not a bad boy," Ackroyd told 1,000 mourners in the Cathedral of St. John the Divine in Manhattan. Belushi's wife, Judith Jacklin, said the Chicago Sun-Times that her husband "had troubles, but he wanted a job in life and he didn't like needles.

"People who knew him always said he wouldn't shoot up. Something weird happened.

...Auto

continued from page 1

Motor Corp.'s Escort and Lynx sub-compact models, of which 85,721 were sold since the start of 1982, compared with 17,987 mid-size Granadas and 8,105 Cougars in the same period, according to Ward's Auto World.

Prices in 1982 are about $5,500 for the Escort and Lynx. Granada's base price is $8,954, while the Cougar starts at $7,903.

Power attributed at least part of the Escort and Lynx popularity to Ford's two-year free maintenance program that even pays for replacement of windshield wipers.

An October 1981 survey by J.D. Power & Associates showed that 31 percent considered dependability and trouble-free operation the most important feature when selecting a car. Low purchase price was second followed by fuel economy.

People figure that if they're paying this much for a car, they never make sure they're getting quality,

Power said.

Penelope Longbottom, spokeswoman for the National Automobile Dealers Association, said dealers have noticed "a lessening of concern now about mileage.

At Chrysler Corp., spokesman Tom Jakobowski said the compact Reliant and Aries models have sold very well - 308,800 in the first two months of 1982, while sales of the mid-size 400s and Gran Furies total about 60,000 in the same period, according to Ward's.

The Aries and Reliant price tags start at $9,649, while the LeBaron 400s and Gran Furies start at $8,496.

Jakobowski said.

In the large car field, unit sales of the Mercury Marquis are up 16 percent in an industry where the total sales in February were up 14 percent, Ray Windemer, a Ford analyst, said.

He added that Lincoln sales are at 12,000, up 31 percent from 9,400 in the first two months of 1982. Depending on transmission and engine size, the Lincoln averages around 17 miles per gallon, according to the Environmental Protection Agency's fuel economy ratings, while the Marquis gets about 12 miles.

Price tags start at $8,674 for the Marquis and $16,100 for the Lin-

Belaithi, 33, was buried Tuesday in Martha's Vineyard off Cape Cod.

Nagoshi reported Wednesday that the comedians had injected a combination of cocaine and heroin before his death last Friday, with the drugs apparently triggering respiratory failure. He said more tests will check for any dangerous impurities in the drugs.

Combining cocaine, a stimulant, and heroin, a depressant, significantly increases their danger, drug experts say.

Oral Laetrile may cause human birth defects

WASHINGTON (AP) - Oral doses of Laetrile, the purported cancer treatment that most doctors call worthless, causes birth defects in animals and could pose a similar hazard to humans, a researcher says.

In a report to be published Friday in Science magazine, Dr. Calvin C. Whitele observed that the cyanide poison that is a natural part of Laetrile caused numerous skeletal malformations in the offspring of hamsters.

"This is the first time birth defects have been found with Laetrile," Whitele said in a telephone interview. "We're not sure this would happen with humans, but we know there is a similar metabolic pattern of Laetrile in humans as in hamsters," the toxicologist continued.

"If people are still using Laetrile, I would recommend further studies with subhuman primates to see if it causes birth defects," said Whitele, a biochemist at the U.S. Agriculture Department's Western Regional Research Center in Berkeley.

The researcher said that there is at least one documented case of a pregnant woman being treated with Laetrile, a substance derived from the pits of apricots, peaches and other fruits. But because of the number of people taking the treatment, more pregnant women could be exposed.

Hundreds of thousands of cancer patients around the world have used the substance, and the National Cancer Institute (NCI) estimates that 10,000 Americans with the disease take it.

Because of pressure from Laetrile advocates, the federal government sponsored a major human trial of the treatment at several medical centers.

The NCI study, completed last year, concluded that Laetrile and its accompanying regimen of vitamins, enzymes and special diet "is of no substantive value in the treatment of cancer.

Although the study said "clinical use of such therapy is justified," Laetrile has been legalized in 27 states and many others still go to Mexican clinics for treatments.

Without termed his birth defect study "the final nail in the coffin of Laetrile.

The researcher said the federal human trial found that microscopical gummis in the digestive tract broke down Laetrile and caused it to release toxic cyanide.

This reaction was not found in humans or hamsters treated with Laetrile, or in its parent compound amygdalin, which was given through injections into tumors or muscles, he said. This is because the chemicals do not break down readily and are excreted from the body rapidly when bypassing the digestive system.

Laetrile injections, therefore, may not pose the same birth defect risk as oral medication, he said. But combining Laetrile practice calls for patients to take daily Laetrile tablets for maintenance therapy following injection treatments.

MASS followed by supper every FRIDAY at the

Lunch 11:30 AM - 2:15 PM

Entry blanks ad

Secretary of State Alexander Haig Jr. appearing before a Senate Foreign Relations subcommittee Wednesday, said that the war against Salvadoran guerrillas cannot be won in that country alone because the rebellion is part of Soviet and Cuban lost efforts to subvert freedom around the globe. - AP Photo
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Another one of those morn­ful­wakes

If you think getting up on a week­day morning is easy, you’ve probably never had to do it. Once every three weeks, you spring out of bed, ready to greet the morning sun and to enjoy life. But chances are that when your first action of the day is a retaliatory assault on your alarm clock, it will be one of those mor­nings.

You know the next morning isn’t going to get any golden one the night before. So you secretly shave the thought of getting up into a hidden compartment in the back of your mind.

Midnight arrives, you’re tired and thoughtless. You’re still clacking away at the keyboard, longing to get away from your job. Ten minutes of sleep couldn’t possibly do any harm. Press “Snooze.”

8:00 a.m. The alarm sounds for the third time, an obvious buzz waking you from your sleep. Ten minutes of sleep couldn’t possibly do any harm. Press “Snooze.”

8:10 a.m. Your mind is becoming conditioned to having a sleeping silent siren tear into its rest every ten minutes. You stand up, wander tiredly to the alarm and, resisting the temptation to push that “Snooze” button again, turn the alarm off for good. Then you wander back to bed and sit down. And you think about what you should do next.

8:57 a.m. You are awakened by the sound of the mail knocking at the door. You throw on yesterday’s clothes, gargle a quick shot of Lister­ine and run off to class. No shower, old clothes, no chance to brush your teeth and your hair looks like modern sculpture. It’s going to be a great day.

So, another rough morning has come and gone. Why can’t getting up be any easier? No matter how hard you try, something always seems to go wrong. After two months of pressure and disappoint­ment, it’s about time for an inter­mission.

Tari Brown

ight is a curiosity because of where it is and what it is. The structure ap­parently serves no other function than to force passers­by to crane their necks in an effort to com­prehend it.

The artist makes sense out of the bent steel girder when he forms them according to an artistic im­pulse. That impulse has resulted in the creation of a steel sculpture et­ched, “Kepters of the Fire,” by Mark DiSuvero, one of the top artists in this field in the United States.

Because of the preeminence of DiSuvero, Mitchell Lifton, chairman of the Communications and Theater department, was called upon to do a doc­ument on film the erection of the piece.

The movie follows the workers as they organize the segments on the back of the river, then paint, sand and solder them. All that remains is to assemble the pieces. The fully erected sculpture consists of a verti­cal girder upon which a parabola is balanced. Connected by steel wire is a second parabola covered with stainless steel which reflects the glint of the passing water.

The movie, produced by Lifton in conjunction with the department’s first film and video production class, captures not only the assembly details but also the energy and excitement that went into complet­ing the construction. The soundtrack contains portions of conversations bet­ween the artist and observers. After the stainless steel piece is final­ly connected, the three workmen con­gratulate each other. The film­maker shares in their jubilation. Hardly a sound is heard as a harp­shaped piece by Scarlatti ac­companies various parts of the film. Each by its brilliance heightens the energy level.

Lifton proves his mastery in the film medium with this documentary. Given the subject matter, the result­ing product could be dry and boring. But this is not the case. “Kepters of the Fire” is worthy of at­ten­tion.

Keepers premi­ered by COT­h dept.

SHOW YOUR TALENTS!!

write features for The Observer

Call Tari at 239-5303-13-23

Ultimate cigarette: made in advertising

The other night I turned in my ticket at a parking garage in mid­town New York and waited for them to extricate my car from the pile uppers.

A man in his mid­30’s came over and stood beside me. He had a briefcase with him and before he spoke to me I could tell he was going to speak to me.

"You’re Andy Rooney, aren’t you?" he said.

I don’t deny that except under extreme circumstances so I anal­yzed it was, although I was sure I didn’t want to hear what he was going to say next.

"Would you like to see an idea I just presented to one of the big­gest ad agencies in town?" he asked.

I shrugged. I didn’t have any interest at all in seeing it, but before I answered he opened his briefcase and unfolded a glossy page of paper.

"The ultimate cigarette," he said, "for people to whom money is no object."

He had a name for the cigarette but I forgot it.

"My idea," he said, "is to make this cigarette a status symbol. The package will be black and the cigarette itself will be black. That way everyone will know when you pull out this pack of cigarettes that you smoke the most expensive cigarette in the world. It’ll give you instant class."

"Did they like the idea? I asked.

"They like it," he said. "They think they won’t go on an idea this sure­fire­easy. We got Cadillacs and Rolls­Royces for people who want to spend a lot on a car. We got swimming pools for status sym­bols for a house. We got Countess Mara neckties. We get status sym­bols for everything except cigarettes."

Andy Rooney
continued from page 12

he is the only one of our three fencers with NCAA experience, so he will be able to concentrate on fencing and not the event itself. He will also serve as a calming influence on his two teammates.

Junior foilist Marc Dejong is the only 1982 Great Lakes champion in the Irish trio. Dejong posted a 14-3 mark in the Great Lakes Championships, a record which equaled his 1981 season mark. The Pretoria, South Africa, native owns a 48-10 ledger for the year.

Although participating in his first NCAA Championships, Dejong is not without tournament exposure, as he finished second in both foil and epee in the 1981 Junior Olympics.

“Marc has fenced exceptionally well for an all season, and is one of the primary reasons that our foil team has made the difference in several meets,” said DeCicco, who compiled a 5-8 record as a foilist in the 1981 NCAA Championships. “Although he is not widely known in the NCAA, he will definitely turn a few heads this year.”

Freshman Mike Janis rounds out the Irish contingent at saber. After going undeclared in 12 opening round bouts of the Great Lakes Championships, the Franklin, N.J., product posted a 5-2 record in the finals for a third-place finish. Janis owns a 30-13 record this year, the most wins of any Irish sabre man since Mike Sullivan went 53-1 as a freshman in 1976.

“Mike has had an exceptional rookie season. We knew going into the season that our sabre squad would probably be the weakest of the three weapons because we lacked experience there,” DeCicco explained. “Mike was a pleasant surprise — an unexpected bonus this year.”

Following their back-to-back team titles, the Irish finished second in 1979, eighth in 1980 and climbed up to fifth last season. They have finished in the top 10 teams for seven straight years and in 1 of 13 of the last 14 NCAA championships. Notre Dame placed 12th (1975) and 13th (1974).

...Playoffs

continued from page 12

The Falcons will show defense also, as Brain MacIreland stands tall both on offense and defense. The 6-3, 210-pound converted defensive end is much of the style of Michigan’s Steve Richmond, but is even more dangerous with the puck.

In goal for the Falcons will be Mike David, a junior who posts an incredible 2.7-1 record and a 3.5-5 goals against mark. However, it was David who was buried by an Irish avalanche of 16 goals back in January, so he has proven fallible to say the least.

For Notre Dame, offensive output has also been strong, especially with a healthy Poulin and a revitalized Jeff Logan. Logan was named CCHA player of the week for his four goals against Michigan last week, and his continued productive play could prove instrumental in future Irish success.

Poulin has been the cornerstone of the Irish offense, and leads the team with 55 points despite being hobbled by a two-week old knee injury. Bill Robson and Kirt Bjork should be able to match up with Bowling Green’s front as well as anyone.

On the blue line, John Schmitt, Joe Bowie, Jim Brown and Sean Regan give the Irish some of the league’s most potent defenders, and each along with Rob Ricci and Tony Bonadio, give Notre Dame an effective and ever-improving defense.

Between the pipes will again be senior Dave Laurion who has become a proven netminder now holding a 15-9-2 record and a deceiving 4.2 g.a.a. Laurion should be looking forward to the trip to Detroit more than anyone, as it was during the Great Lakes that he earned the Most Valuable Player award for his efforts.

So, it will be the Irish and Falcons Saturday at 4 p.m. followed by the Spartans and Huskies at 5 p.m. with the same times on Sunday for the consolation and championship games respectively. The winner receives an automatic NCAA bid for an undetermined site the following week in another two-game total goal series.
SUNYSAVILLE, Tenn. (AP) - Rick Cumberland scored 19 points and Middle Tennessee overcame a rash of missed free throws down the stretch to upset 15th-ranked Kentucky 50-44 in an NCAA Midwest Regional first-round game last night.

The victory moves the Ohio Val-
ley Conference tournament cham-
pion into a second-round battle with No. 20 Louisville here Saturday.

Most experts had thought it would be the first Kentucky- 
Louisville meeting in 25 years, but Campbell and hisicolours decided otherwise with a brilliantly played contest.

The Blue Raiders led 44-40 with 12:50 remaining and went into a control offense each time they had the ball.

Kentucky got a number of chances, but the Wildcats were unable to score from the field and Wally dominated the board play.

The Hoosiers started with 1:45 points and added two free throws to re-
equip the final tipoff 18 second-
 guided the rest of the way, a meaningless basket in the final 28 seconds after the issue was settled.

The victory lifted Middle Ten-
nessee to the Kentucky finished the year 22-8.

OSU routed

CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) - Senior 
fallon Linton CONTRIBUTED 10 second-
half points to an un-
credible shooting streak by James Madison and the Dukes went on to upset Ohio State 55-48 in the first round of the NCAA east Regional basketball tournament Friday.

James Madison will face top-
ranked North Carolina in the sec-
ond round game Saturday, while Ohio State finished its season with a 21- 
10.

Towson finished with 12 points, but the story of the second half was James Madison's spurt in the final 10 minutes. The Dukes posted 14 straight points, including two 3-pointers and a deficit of 11:16 at 44-22 lead by Ohio State.

Ironically, Ohio State's drought was broken when a Clark Kellogg miss went in by James Madison center Dan Roland, who finished with 11 points.

James Madison, now 2-5, ex-
panded its lead to 51-44 on a layup by Keith Bradley and after throw by Ron Stokes, Larry Higgins cannoned a jumper into Ohio State to cut the gap to 51-46 with 6.5 seconds left, but two free throw by Roland and Charlie Boggs brought the Dukes a safe 55-46 margin with 10 seconds to go.

Tennessee smashed

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) - Steve Boushie and Ted Ketchell each scored as consecutive points in the first five minutes as defending na-
tional champion Indiana bo}i\ to a quick 10-point advantage and went on to smash-out ranked (15) Mar-
rice College 94-62 in the first-round of the NCAA Midwest Regional Basket-
ball tournament last night.

Fourth-ranked Kentucky met Middle Tennessee in the second game of the doubleheader.

The Hoosiers, who snared a 40-
point advantage before Coach Bob
by Knight used reserves exclusively over the final 12 minutes, advanced to a 21-point lead and took with No. 17 Alabama Birmingham here 

Now Madison, 15-9, stretched its lead to 51-44 after 15 minutes had elapsed and held a commanding 46-24 ad-
vantage at halftime.

Randy Wittman, who tangled 16 points, got eight of those in the final four minutes of the second half.

Tournament results; 
Kentucky upset
During spring break

Young lacrosse team opens season

By MIKE SULLIVAN
Sports Writer

While the school is on break next week, Coach Rich O’Leary and his Notre Dame lacrosse team will be staking their 1982 season. The team’s trip through the Baltimore-Washington area will mark the beginning of only the second varsity season for lacrosse at Notre Dame after 17 years as a club sport.

O’Leary, starting his second season as varsity coach after having directed the Irish lacrosse club for 10 years, hopes to improve on last year’s state of six wins and six losses. With a team that has more lacrosse background than past team, he is confident that things will improve.

For the first time, Notre Dame lacrosse will be competing against O’Leary. “In the past we’ve always competed against independent players, but every player on this year’s varsity has played high school lacrosse.”

This year’s squad has a look that is much different from last year’s look. Thirteen monogram winners have graduated, but the void has been more than filled by freshmen, four of whom will be starting. In fact, both of the goalsies listed on the depth chart are freshmen.

The increase in experienced players makes this squad stronger than past squads. O’Leary believes a team that will put the ball in the net with more frequency.

“We will be able to do things of­

fensively that we couldn’t do before,” he says. “We will be able to control the ball and, on top of that, we have a majority of the top scorers returning from last year’s team.”

However, before the team can defeat mid-level lacrosse powers, Ohio Wesleyan and Dennison, the freshmen, on whom the fate of the team can depend, will have to gain some experience playing on the college level. This inexperience, as well as the lack of depth, may prove to be major stumbling blocks.

As O’Leary says, “We are not yet comparable to Ohio Wesleyan and Dennison, but my goal is to be the best in four years.”

The upcoming road trip will be helpful in gaining experience against some of the better lacrosse teams in the country. By traveling to Maryland, the team is entering the heart of lacrosse country. It will be playing schools whose lacrosse program is bigger than their football and basketball programs.

Moreover, its opponents have starred in the Western finals, while the South Bend weather has kept the Irish squad in the M.C.C. Dine­
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Tripucka candidate for Rookie-of-the-Year

PUNTACCH, Mich. (AP) — When the Detroit Pistons picked Kelly Tripucka in last summer's National Basketball Association draft, fans groaned. A strong Notre Dame career and a reputation as a honker failed to impress Detroit fans and observers, many of who thought the Pioneers needed a taller wing forward rather than another 6-foot-6 swing man.

But the curiously-talented Tripucka has turned the apprehension into am­

miration, thanks to a 21-point effort and his growth into a legitimate Rookie of the Year can­

didate.

"You get labeled before the season starts," Tripucka said earlier this week after practice. "They called me too slow and said I wasn't potent­

tial. But the curiously-talented Tripucka has turned the apprehension into admiration, thanks to a 21-point effort and his growth into a legitimate Rookie of the Year candidate.
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NCAA fencing
Notre Dame hosts championships

By BILL MARQUARD
Sports Writer

Irish fencing Coach Mike DeCicco certainly hopes history repeats itself next week when Notre Dame plays host to the NCAA Men's Fencing Championships.

The last time Notre Dame hosted the event back in 1977, the Irish walked away with their first NCAA title. They followed that performance with their second title in 1978.

With an entrant in all three weapons again this year, the prospect of another national championship is not too Remote.

"Any one of five or six teams could win the whole thing this year," offers DeCicco, now in his third decade at the Irish helm. "As everyone can see this can really even out the deficiencies a team has since the best fencer in each of the three weapons represents the team." One-hundred twenty fencers representing 55 schools will take part in the event, which will be held Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday in the ACC's North Dome.

Opening ceremonies begin at 9:00 a.m. Tuesday, followed by preliminary rounds in sabre, epee and foil. Forty regional qualifiers will participate in each of the three weapons. The top 24 advancing to the finals on Wednesday and Thursday at 9:30 a.m. are guaranteed for the 124th place finish in the event. The ten title bouts. But true boxing fans have to be pleased by the action this year.

In the Heavyweight Championship, Sophomore Larry Andreini completed a Cinderella story by defeating defending champion Mike Walsh in a unanimous decision. Andreini, a San Marco, Calif. native and a walk-on to set up both the varsity football and baseball teams last year, used his left jab to set up both a solid right hand to Walsh's face in the final round that staggered Walsh.

"I tried to keep throwing straight right stays away from his power," said Andreini. "Mike likes to throw a lot of hooks and with the smaller man, I tried to keep him away and use my ty to reach out to
advantage." Andreini's quick deliveries and punching power put Sassano away in the final round.

Marc LeBlanc was another top contender in the -165 lbs. class. With a split decision, Serge, just a freshman and a Tucson, Ariz., native, scored on effective combinations in the third round to win the round by a unanimous decision over sophomore Ed Bulter. For Smith, his team's return to the NCAA's is an enormous victory. That series split left the all-time record between the two teams at 10-10-1, with the ten championship titles even. LeBlanc is the game token title in the league's history.

Brian Hills, George McPhee and Peter Wilbourn of Notre Dame, who have been the best collegiate hockey player in the nation.

For Smith, his team's return to the NCAA's is an enormous victory.

Bengal Bouts boxers show skills

By WILL HARE
Sports Writer

"And on NBC SportsWorld, the annual Notre Dame Bengal Bouts from Notre Dame!!"

That's my friend, the standard line used by NBC Sports when it promotes its coverage of the annual Bengal Bouts. They may add a few more adjectives.

In a surprising display of boxing skill displayed in the annual Bengal Boxing Club presented its championship round before 3,846 fans at the ACC last night.

No, there weren't any brawls. In fact, there weren't any TKO's among the ten title bouts. But true boxing fans have to be pleased by the action this year.

In the Heavyweight Championship, Sophomore Larry Andreini completed a Cinderella story by defeating defending champion Mike Walsh in a unanimous decision. Andreini, a San Marco, Calif. native and a walk-on to set up both the varsity football and baseball teams last year, used his left jab to set up both a solid right hand to Walsh's face in the final round that staggered Walsh.

"I tried to keep throwing straight right stays away from his power," said Andreini. "Mike likes to throw a lot of hooks and with the smaller man, I tried to keep him away and use my ty to reach out to
advantage." Andreini's quick deliveries and punching power put Sassano away in the final round.

Marc LeBlanc was another top contender in the -165 lbs. class. With a split decision, Serge, just a freshman and a Tucson, Ariz., native, scored on effective combinations in the third round to win the round by a unanimous decision over sophomore Ed Bulter. For Smith, his team's return to the NCAA's is an enormous victory. That series split left the all-time record between the two teams at 10-10-1, with the ten championship titles even. LeBlanc is the game token title in the league's history.

There are no question about it, the Great Lakes turned our season around before 3,846 fans at the Joe Louis Arena in Detroit last night. Without doubt, Bowling Green, the first opponent for the Irish and regular season champs, will be very difficult for Notre Dame to beat.

"Having that fight under my belt made it easier for me to box this opponent. I didn't want to go out a loser," said Donovan. Donovan, a senior from Pittsburg, Pa., utilized a strong defensive game to open up his offense and earn him a unanimous decision against sophomore Ed Bulter. For Smith, his team's return to the NCAA's is an enormous victory. That series split left the all-time record between the two teams at 10-10-1, with the ten championship titles even. LeBlanc is the game token title in the league's history.
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